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Abstract: Immediately and accurately assessing the risk of coal spontaneous combustion and taking
targeted action are crucial steps in coal spontaneous combustion prevention and control. A new model,
AEM-AHP-LSTM, was proposed to solve the weight calculation problem of multiobjective evaluation
in the process of coal spontaneous combustion. Firstly, the key indicators of coal spontaneous
combustion were analyzed and used as risk factors to establish an evaluation system. Next, the
objective and subjective weights were calculated using AEM and AHP, respectively. The objective
and subjective weights were then combined, and TOPSIS was used to calculate the score of the
evaluation sample. Finally, the obtained evaluation samples were trained with the BP, RBF, and
LSTM model to resolve the problem of model overdependence on historical data and achieve the
auto-adapt adjustment of weight with data change. Additionally, data from 15 typical Chinese
coal mines were applied to the model. The results indicate that, compared with the BP and RBF
neural networks, the LSTM model has higher prediction accuracy, stronger generalization ability,
and stronger practicability. The modeling and application findings show that the AEM-AHP-LSTM
model was better appropriate for the risk assessment of coal spontaneous combustion. This method
can potentially be further applied as reliable approach for the assessment of mine disaster risk.

Keywords: coal spontaneous combustion; risk evaluation; AEM; AHP; LSTM; mine intelligence

MSC: 68U01

1. Introduction

One of the five enduring disasters in the world [1], the underground coal fire disaster, is
also the biggest threat to coal mine safety production, severely impeding the safe expansion
of the coal mine industry. Coal spontaneous combustion accounts for around 90% of
the causes of underground mine fire disasters in China [2]. Once the coal spontaneous
combustion disaster occurs, it will cause many hazards, such as waste of coal resources,
damage to the environment, safety accidents, deterioration of ecology, damage to water
bodies, and damage to people’s lives and health. These hazards seriously hinder the mining
of coal, making the normal production of the mine impossible.

Therefore, it has always been crucial for mine safety production to find a solution to
the problem of coal spontaneous combustion [3]. Immediately and accurately assessing the
risk of coal spontaneous combustion and taking targeted action are crucial steps in coal
spontaneous combustion prevention and control.

Coal spontaneous combustion is a highly dynamic, physical, and chemical transfor-
mation [4]. Indicators undergo a lot of modifications during this procedure. The main
indicators that influence spontaneous combustion are those related to the inherent proper-
ties of coal, distinctive gas concentrations, and alterations in the environment. Experts and
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scholars domestically and internationally have carried out a lot of research on the risk of
spontaneous combustion of coal.

Pattanaik et al. [5] performed chemical analysis, crossing point temperature (CPT),
petrography, infrared studies (IR), and differential thermal analysis (DTA) tests on coal. A
strong correlation between coal’s inherent characteristics and its propensity for spontaneous
combustion was discovered. Ren et al. [6] developed an early warning indicators system
for coal spontaneous combustion and divided the stages of spontaneous combustion of
coal. The changing curve of the marker gas during coal spontaneous combustion was fitted
using the logistic function. Statistical characteristics were used to calculate the parameter
values. Zhang et al. [7] compared the heat flux and kinetic parameters before and after
the CAIT. The effects of temperature increase rate and oxygen concentration on coal
spontaneous combustion were discovered by TG/DSC analysis and mathematical model
construction. By using the energy equation to create a better model, Lin et al. [2] established
the model and provided an explanation of the mechanism by which temperature impacts
coal spontaneous combustion.

However, traditional algorithms struggle to appropriately assess the danger because
of the nonlinear relationship between indicators and coal spontaneous combustion. Current
research has shifted its attention to how to develop a technique for reliably assessing the
risk of spontaneous combustion. Numerous research technologies have been proposed
by researchers to evaluate the risk of coal spontaneous combustion. These include AEM-
TOPSIS [8], variable weight gray model [9], G1 combined weighted cloud [10], analytic
hierarchy process [11], entropy weight extension evaluation method [12], Bayesian net-
work [13], game extension method [14], neural network [15,16], random forest [3,17,18],
support vector machine [19–22], and G2-TOPSIS [23].

Xing et al. [8] used the anti-entropy weight method to calculate the evaluation in-
dex’s weight. Based on TOPSIS, a model for assessing the danger of coal spontaneous
combustion was created. The model was used to simulate the coal mining face of a typical
Chinese coal mine. Xu et al. [9] conducted a simulated spontaneous combustion test of
programmed heating coal. The gray target theory and gray entropy correlation analysis
method were used. A variable weight-based gray target algorithm was established to
quantitatively evaluate the risk of spontaneous combustion. In order to determine the risk
of coal mine spontaneous combustion, Su et al. [10] examined the factors of spontaneous
combustion from three perspectives: coal spontaneous combustion tendency, air leakage
and oxygen supply, and heat storage and heat dissipation, and a COWA-modified G1
combined weighted cloud model was proposed.

Wang et al. [11] used the AHP method to calculate the index weights, and extended
the set pair theory. A coal spontaneous combustion risk analysis model was constructed
to determine uncertain information. The results showed that the model analysis process
was reasonable and had high confidence. Wang et al. [12] used the entropy weight method
to establish an entropy weight extension comprehensive evaluation model. The data of
the spontaneous combustion were used to verify the model. The results obtained by this
method were in line with the actual situation. Zhang et al. [13] combined qualitative anal-
ysis with quantitative analysis based on Bayesian network, and HAZOP-LOPA (analytic
hierarchy process) of protection of coal mine safety risk was proposed.

Han et al. [14] proposed a game extension algorithm that used game theory to combine
the subjective and objective weight analysis with the extension tendency analysis. The
state of the evaluation object, the development trend of the state, the subjective weights,
and objective weights can be obtained by the algorithm. Based on this, the evaluation
level of each evaluation object was obtained to describe the development trend of the
index. Xu et al. [15] employed the neural network method to forecast the coal spontaneous
combustion’s limit parameters. The outcomes demonstrated that artificial neural networks
were better suited to handle such challenging issues in underground mines. Li et al. [16]
proposed a method for predicting and risk assessment of gas gushing in a fully mechanized
mining face based on LSTM. The adaptive moment estimation optimization algorithm was
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used to optimize the parameters in the model through first-order deviation and second-
order deviation correction. The mean square error (MSE) was selected for use as the
evaluation index of the model. It was finally found that the risk assessment error of the
LSTM neural network was smaller, the prediction value was more accurate, and it had
better practical value.

Deng [3], Matin [17], and Chelgani [18] applied the random forest algorithm to the
modeling analysis of coal spontaneous combustion prediction, coal calorific value esti-
mation, and coal free swell index (FSI) in gobs, respectively. The results showed that
the random forest algorithm had good performance in the coal field. Ma [19], Wang [20],
and Deng [21,22] used genetic algorithm, rough set, particle swarm algorithm, and sup-
port vector machine to solve the problem of risk prediction in the process of spontaneous
combustion of coal.

Wei Wang et al. [23] proposed an improved CRITIC-G2-TOPSIS dynamic model.
The model improved criterion importance through intercriteria correlation (CRITIC) and
modified the technique for order of preference by similarity. The results demonstrated to
be scientific in predicting the goaf spontaneous combustion risk. The model had important
popularization and application value.

Many indicators related to coal spontaneous combustion are difficult to quantify by
traditional methods [24]. The index assignments that affect coal spontaneous combustion
vary greatly. Therefore, attention should be paid to the differences between the indicators.
At the same time, the current methods of evaluating weights are either too subjective or too
objective. Additionally, the evaluation results are overly reliant on historical data, and it is
difficult to apply different index values to various local mines.

To resolve the aforementioned issues, the AEM-AHP-LSTM model is proposed. The in-
dex system of coal spontaneous combustion risk variables is adopted after analyzing the
inherent properties of coal, the impact of hallmark gas concentrations, and changes in
the environment. The AEM-AHP-LSTM model is proposed to create a new combination
evaluation algorithm, which is tested using data from various common coal mines in
China. The proposed model can effectively estimate the likelihood and propensity of
coal spontaneous combustion in a coal mine, enhance mine intelligence, and maximize
resource utilization.

2. Methods
2.1. Anti-Entropy Method

The anti-entropy method (AEM) is an improved algorithm based on the entropy
weight method (EWM) [8]. The method is used to solve the sensitivity of the differences
between the entropy weight method indicators. Individual weights are abnormal in the
weight distribution because the weight calculated by EMW is more sensitive to the index
difference. Both AEM and EWM are objective weighting methods that do not include any
subjective elements and rely heavily on the features revealed by the data. The fundamental
difference between AEM and EWM is that AEM uses anti-entropy instead of entropy as its
measure of entropy. The following are the key steps:

Step 1. Create the initial data matrix. A matrix of the evaluation matrix X can be
obtained with m indicators and n evaluation objects. X is standardized.

X =

 x11 · · · x1n
...

...
xm1 · · · xmn

 (1)

Step 2. Calculate the anti-entropy value of each indicator Eij and the weights wj

Ej = −
m

∑
i=1

Pij ln
(
1− Pij

)
(2)
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where Pij = Xij/
m
∑

i=1
Xij

wj = Ej/
n

∑
j=1

Ej (3)

2.2. Analytic Hierarchy Process

The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is a widely used decision-making method
that provides qualitative and quantitative analysis [25]. It is a method for subjectively
calculating weights to indicators. The quantitative evaluation of indicators heavily relies
on the experience of decision-makers. AHP is so subjective that it cannot expose the
information in the data. AHP depends heavily on experts’ expertise of the evaluated objects
to calculate the weights of assessment indicators. The key steps are as follows:

Step 1. Establish judgment matrix using the nine-scale evaluation scale for the indica-
tors at the criterion level and the scheme level. The importance scaling approach is used to
compare the indicators of the same layer in pairs, and values between 1 and 9 are chosen to
create the judgment matrix A.

A =


a11 a12 · · · a1n
a21 a22 · · · a2n
...

...
...

an1 an2 · · · ann


n×n

(4)

where m is the number of evaluation indicators, and aij represents the relative importance
degree between the evaluation indicators.

Step 2. The consistency test is carried out. Calculate the ratio of the consistency index
CI to the average random consistency index RI. The value of RI is shown in Table 1. Obtain
the consistency ratio CR, and based on this, judge whether the consistency of the matrix A
is acceptable.

CR = CI/RI (5)

CI = (λmax −m)/(m− 1) (6)

where λmax is the largest eigenvalue of the judgment matrix A.
Step 3. Use the geometric mean method and the normalization method to calculate

the subjective weight of the evaluation index.

vi =

(
m
∏
j=1

aij

) 1
m

m
∑

i=1

(
m
∏
j=1

aij

) 1
m

, i = 1, 2, · · ·m (7)

Table 1. RI value table.

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

RI 0 0 0.58 0.9 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45

2.3. Comprehensive Weight

Combined weight includes both subjective information and objective information.The
principle of minimum information discrimination is used to calculate combined weight [26].
The weight obtained by the subjective weighting approach is too subjective. The weight
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obtained by the objective weighting method is overly biased in favor of the data. This
method aims to overcome these issues.

min F =
n
∑

j=1
wj

(
ln

wj
waj

)
+

n
∑

j=1
wj

(
ln

wj
wbj

)
s.t.

n
∑

j=1
wj = 1; wj > 0

(8)

The Lagrange multiplier is introduced to solve the above formula, and the calculation
formula of the comprehensive weight is obtained as follows:

Xj =
wjvj

n
∑

j=1
wjvj

(9)

2.4. TOPSIS

TOPSIS is the approximation to the ideal ranking method, which is a comprehensive
index evaluation method [23]. Each sample’s proximity to the comparison sequence is
calculated to assess the evaluation. Proximity comprises the best and worst values of
each index across all samples. TOPSIS is a way to explain the overall impact of many
indicators. The distribution of the data, sample size, and indicators are not subject to
any tight limitations. It is appropriate for both big systems with numerous samples and
indicators and small sample data. It is more practical and versatile. Additionally, it has
limited data sensitivity. The following are the key steps.

Step 1. Establish the original data matrix and standardize it, set the object set as
P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pm}, and set the object evaluation index as r = {r1, r2, . . . , rn}. Then, the
original data matrix is

P =
(
rij
)

m×n =


r11 r12 · · · r1n
r21 r22 · · · r2n
...

...
. . .

...
rm1 rm2 · · · rmn

 (10)

Y+
ab =

rab −min(rij)

max(rij)−min(rij)
, positive indicator (11)

Y−ab =
max(rij)− rij

max(rij)−min
(
rij
) , negative indicator (12)

Step 2. Calculate the positive and negative ideal solutions, and the score.

Y+ =
{

max Yij | i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , a
}
=
{

Y+
1 , Y+

2 , · · · , Y+
b
}

(13)

Y− =
{

minij | i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , a
}
=
{

Y−1 , Y−2 , · · · , Y−b
}

(14)

Step 3. Define the distance between the i-th evaluation index and the maximum value,
as follows.

D+
i =

√√√√ m

∑
j=1

ωj

(
Z+

j − zij

)2
(15)

Define the distance between the i-th evaluation index and the minimum value as

D−i =

√√√√ m

∑
j=1

ωj

(
Z−j − zij

)2
(16)
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Calculate the score as

Si =
D−i

D+
i + D−i

(17)

2.5. Long Short-Term Memory Neural Network

The long short-term memory neural network (LSTM) is a variant of recurrent neural
network (RNN) [27]. LSTM primarily addresses the issue of “gradient explosion” or
“gradient disappearance” when training long sequences. The issue results in the weight
of the neural network training being obtained during the backpropagation process. Three
gate mechanisms and an extra cell unit are added to LSTM in comparison to RNN.

The fundamental component of LSTM is the unit state, which is the horizontal line
of the upper series unit in Figure 1. With only a few linear interactions, the entire cell
state behaves similar to a conveyor belt moving through the complete LSTM chain system.
The data can remain unmodified as they move through the structure.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the state of the LSTM unit.

The activation function of the LSTM’s basic unit model and the data output transfer
between each neuron are used to finish the prediction process (in Figure 2). The forget gate,
input gate, and output gate are the three gates that regulate the unit state features of the
structure in the LSTM model with three unit gates.

Forget gate: The forget gate’s sigmoid layer is used by the LSTM to assess whether or
not to forget the data that have to be removed from the unit state. The data of this sequence
and the hidden state of the prior sequence are produced by the forget gate as a vector from
0 to 1, where 1 denotes the complete retention of all data, while 0 denotes its complete
deletion. The following is the gate’s precise formula:

ft = σ
(

W f · (ht−1, xt) + b f

)
(18)

where ht−1 is the output information when t− 1, xt is the input information of this layer
when t, W − f is the weight of each variable, b f is the intercept term, and the value of ft is
from 0 to 1. σ is the sigmoid function, and the formula of the sigmoid function is

σ(x) = (1 + e− x)− 1 (19)
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the state of the LSTM unit - basic unit model and the data output
transfer between each neuron are used to finish the prediction process.

Input gate: Information is determined after the forgetting process by the forgetting
gate is complete. Then, the new data need to be added to the United States. There are
two steps in this process. Use ht−1 and Xt to determine which information needs to be
updated by the sigmoid layer. The new candidate cell state is then discovered using tanh.
This data information can now be changed to a single state. The following is the gate’s
precise formula:

it = σ(Wi · (ht−1, xt) + bi) (20)

C̃t = tanh(Wc · (ht−1, xt) + bc) (21)

where tanh is the tangent activation function, and C̃t represents the information to be
recorded from the input information of time t.

After that, the old unit state Ct−1 is updated to the new unit state Ct. The detailed
process of this part is to multiply the results of the old unit state and the forgetting gate,
then add new input data information to the current unit state. In this way, some old
information will no longer be used.

Ct−1 represents the unit state value at t− 1, and Ct is the refreshed unit state value.
Output gate: The state characteristics of the output unit must be established using

the updated unit state sum of the input once the unit state has been updated. To decide
how much information needs to be output, the sigmoid layer of the output gate must
evaluate the incoming data. The output value of the tangent activation function, tanh, is
then obtained from the unit state Ct. The final output is taken to be the judgment condition
that was obtained by multiplying the vector by the output gate.

ot = σ(Wo · (ht−1, xt) + bo) (22)

ht = ot · tanh(Ct) (23)

The internal architecture of a single neuron is made possible by the processing mecha-
nism of these three gates. The architecture enables the LSTM model to effectively create a
data memory for incoming data coming from a distance.

2.6. Model Performance Evaluation Metrics

Mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), root mean
square error (RMSE), and coefficient of determination R2 are measures used to assess
the performance of models [28,29]. RMSE, MAE, and MAPE are used to evaluate the
regression results of the LSTM model. The RMSE, MAE, and MAPE calculation formulas
are as follows.

RMSE =

√
1
n

n

∑
i=1

( fi − yi)
2 (24)
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MAE =
1
n

n

∑
i=1
| fi − yi| (25)

MAPE =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣ fi − yi
yi

∣∣∣∣× 100% (26)

MSE =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(
Yi − Ŷi

)2 (27)

2.7. AEM-AHP-LSTM Model

In order to obtain better training accuracy, the data should be preprocessed before train-
ing the model. The primary steps include data screening, data sorting, data cleaning,
and data accuracy and completeness review. Missing numbers and outliers in the data are
removed throughout the cleaning process. Additionally, duplicate values are handled and
typically eliminated. The model can begin to be trained after the data are prepared.

The algorithm steps are as flows:
Step 1. Initialize the data. Construct the original data matrix and standardize the data:

y =
x− µ

σ
(28)

Step 2. Calculate the anti-entropy and calculate the objective weight:

wj = Ej/
n

∑
j=1

Ej (29)

Step 3. Construct the judgment matrix, check its consistency, and calculate the subjec-
tive weight:

vi =

(
m
∏
j=1

aij

) 1
m

m
∑

i=1

(
m
∏
j=1

aij

) 1
m

, i = 1, 2, · · ·m (30)

Step 4, Calculate the comprehensive weight:

ωj =
wjvj

n
∑

j=1
wjvj

(31)

Step 5. Forward the original data matrix, and calculate the positive and negative
ideal solutions.

Step 6. Calculate the distance from the ith index to the maximum and minimum
values, and the score.

Step 7. Take the original data as the inputs and the score as the outputs. Divide the
dataset: 70% as the training set and 30% as the validation set.

Step 8. Train the LSTM model and validate the model with 30% of the validation set.
Step 9. Output the model performance indicators RMSE value, MAE value, MAPE

value, and the score of each sample.
The majority of the traditional evaluation models’ weighting procedures rely heavily

and arbitrary on data. To improve the current situation, the subjective weighting methods
and objective weighting methods are combined to counter entropy weights. The calculation
formula for the comprehensive weight is finally discovered, and the comprehensive weight
is obtained. The minimum identification information is used as the objective function.
The weight sum is 1 and the weight is greater than 0 as a constraint. To determine the score
of each mine, TOPSIS is used to score each sample after collecting the weight. The mine
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is subject to a single danger, according to the data analysis. Factor flaws assist mines in
lowering the probability of coal spontaneous combustion.

The LSTM regression model is created to make the AEM-AHP model trained and
packed. Each evaluation model index is the dependent variable, and the final score is
the independent variable. The goal of LSTM is to make weight computation simpler,
and increase the model operation speed so that the developed model can be used to
estimate risk for other mines and is more suited to the real-world scenario of engineering
calculations. The LSTM model can create its own weight for each sample, allowing it to
adaptively calculate each sample’s score. Figure 3 depicts the model’s overall concept.

Figure 3. AEM-AHP-LSTM model flow chart.

3. Experimental Simulation
3.1. Indicator Selection

The physical and chemical changes that occur during the spontaneous combustion of
coal are extremely complicated, dynamic, and challenging to define [30,31]. The indicator
system is based on the analysis of numerous statistical data and the pertinent literature.
Indicators are the amount of air leakage at the working face, the amount of time the
oxidation zone has access to continuous oxygen supply, the thickness of the floating coal,
the temperature of the nearby rock, and the rate at which the working face is moving
forward. The indications and their symbols are described as follows.

• The shortest spontaneous ignition period (T1): The minimum time required for coal
to spontaneously combust from mining. The index is an intuitive index to reflect the
strength of thermal effect in the process of coal spontaneous combustion, and it is also
an important parameter to evaluate the risk of coal spontaneous combustion. The
shorter the time, the greater the possibility of spontaneous combustion [32,33].

• Air leakage intensity of working face (∆Ql): The working face’s air leakage intensity
is influenced by a number of variables, including the air intake volume, working face
length, mining height, etc. To calculate the impact of spontaneous combustion, the air
leakage intensity is multiplied by the air leakage speed. This index is an important
characterization index showing the spontaneous combustion tendency of coal [34,35].

∆Ql =
4 · (Qa −Qb)

L · H(Qa + Qb)
2 ·Q

2 (32)

where DeltaQl is the air leakage intensity of the working face, Qa, Qb are the measured
inlet air volume and return air volume of the mining face, respectively, H is the length
of the working face and the mining height, and Q is the air supply volume of the
mining face.

• Oxidation zone continuous oxygen supply time (T2): The likelihood of spontaneous
combustion in the goaf depends on the duration of continuous oxygen delivery in the
oxidation zone. The likelihood of spontaneous combustion increases with the duration
of continuous oxygen supply. The longer the continuous oxygen supply, the greater
the possibility of spontaneous combustion [36,37].
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• Thickness of floating coal (H): The substance that supports spontaneous combustion is
the thickness of floating coal. The amount of heat emitted by the oxidation reaction and
the likelihood of spontaneous combustion increase in direct proportion to the thickness
of the floating coal pile. The greater the thickness of the floating coal accumulation,
the greater the probability of spontaneous combustion [38].

H = K[Hc(1− α) + (M−M1)(1− β) + m1] + m2 (33)

H1 = K[M(1− α) + m1] (34)

where H is the top coal caving mining, H1 is the floating coal thickness of the full
height goaf in primary mining, K is the coal loosening coefficient, which is taken as
1.5, M is the coal seam thickness, m1 is the cumulative thickness of the non-minable
coal seam within the upper caving range, and m2 is the estimated thickness of the
remaining coal in the upper old gob.

• Regional surrounding rock temperature (t): The region’s increased rock temperature
will raise the coal’s oxidation activity, speed up the reaction process, and release
a significant quantity of heat, which creates an ideal setting for storing heat for
spontaneous combustion. The higher the temperature of the surrounding rock in
the area, the greater the risk of spontaneous combustion [39].

• Working face advancing speed (V): The likelihood of spontaneous combustion of coal
is reduced by shorter working face advancement times, shorter continuous fixed-point
air leakage times, shorter continuous oxygen supply conditions in the oxidation zone,
and shorter working face advancement times. The greater the working face advancing
speed, the greater the risk of spontaneous combustion [40].

3.2. Data Source and Preprocessing

The model is trained using the risk assessment data for coal spontaneous combustion.
The data are from 15 typical domestic coal mines that were taken from the relevant literature
and actual production. The air leakage intensity of the working face, the continuous oxygen
supply time of the oxidation zone, the thickness of floating coal, and the temperature of the
surrounding rock in the area are positively correlated with the risk level of spontaneous
combustion. Firstly, the data are evaluated, filtered, and sorted in order to assess their
completeness, repeatability, and timeliness. Next, the suitability of the data for the model is
assessed. The information is then cleaned, duplicate values are eliminated, and missing
values are filled in using interpolation. Finally, the data are normalized to remove the
impact of dimensions, making the data of each indicator comparable, and the final data are
displayed in Figure 4.

The data in this paper are the float data of 15 samples of 6 indicators, and the de-
tailed data are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen from the figure that the characteristics
presented by the data of different samples are different. Generally speaking, the value
of air leaking strength of working face is small, and this indicator is a maximum value
indicator. Therefore, coal mines should pay attention to the prevention of the indicator
and take corresponding measures to prevent and control the possibility of spontaneous
coal combustion. The results of descriptive statistical analysis of the data in this paper are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Descriptive statistical analysis results.

Variable Obs Mean Std. dev. Min Max

T1 15 4.964971 9.346967 0 37.03704
∆Ql 15 0.301573 0.279387 0 1
T2 15 0.39284 0.295367 0 0.9961
H 15 0.418927 0.43245 0 1.6394
T 15 0.615493 0.326407 0 1.0775
V 15 1.134904 0.450878 0 2.299908
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Figure 4. Fifteen typical coal mine data displayed in a histogram.

3.3. Results and Discussion

Bringing the data into Formula (5) in the AEM model, the anti-entropy Ej is obtained
as follows:

Ej = [0.0970, 0.1304, 0.1089, 0.1478, 0.0883, 0.0764]T (35)

The weights derived from AEM are

wj =
[

0.1494 0.2010 0.1678 0.2278 0.1361 0.1178
]T (36)

We enter the following judgment matrix for AHP to calculate the weights.

1 4 2 1 1 4
1/4 1 1/2 1/4 1/4 1
1/2 2 1 1/2 1/2 2

1 4 2 1 1 4
1 4 2 1 1 4

1/4 1 1/2 1/4 1/4 1

 (37)

The weights calculated by AHP are

vj =
[

0.25 0.0625 0.125 0.25 0.25 0.0625
]T (38)

Finally, the weight obtained by the combined weighting is

Wj =
[

0.221 0.074 0.124 0.337 0.201 0.043
]T (39)

Taking the combined weight as the parameter of the TOPSIS model, the score of each
mine is calculated as follows:

X = [ 0.069 0.039 0.040 0.074 0.039
0.049 0.036 0.047 0.052 0.178
0.105 0.053 0.067 0.083 0.070 ]T

(40)

The TOPSIS model finally obtains the score data of each mine, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Evaluation score results histogram.

Different risk factors are the reflection of various risks associated with coal spontaneous
combustion. As shown in Figure 5, the coal spontaneous combustion risk score of Ts is 0.178,
which indicates that Ts has the largest risk of coal spontaneous combustion. According to
Figure 4, the reason for the greatest risk of Ts is that the values of the four indicators are the
largest. The four indicators are the working face’s air leakage intensity, the oxidation zone’s
continuous oxygen supply time, the thickness of the floating coal, and the local rock’s
temperature. The mine should focus on these four aspects, propose targeted treatment
measures, and achieve hierarchical control.

The coal spontaneous combustion risk scores of Mdt, Fjt, and Sld are 0.074, 0.083, and
0.105, respectively. Mg, Ly, Ds, Xzk, Cct, Xtg, and Xg are the medium risk area. Greater risk
exists for Sld, Fjt, and Mdt compared with Mg, Ly, Ds, Xzk, Cct, Xtg, and Xg; therefore, it is
imperative to properly explore any potential threats. According to Figure 4, the air leakage
intensity of the working face, the continuous oxygen supply time of the oxidation zone,
and the temperature of the surrounding rock in the area are relatively low—and these are
three indicators that should be paid attention to. La, Xz, Dlt, and Dht are the low-risk areas,
as shown in Figure 5—their scores are 0.036, 0.039, 0.039, and 0.04, respectively. To lower
the risk of coal spontaneous combustion, they should propose thorough preventative and
control procedures. These results are consistent with reality.

The cause of the functioning face’s sluggish advancement must be discovered. From this
perspective, it is possible to limit accidents and lower the risk of coal spontaneous combus-
tion. Production safety is ensured by the potential of occurrence.

3.4. Prediction and Validation of Coal Spontaneous Combustion

LSTM modifies each index’s weight in accordance with the various samples, which
speeds up computation time and simplifies the weight calculation process. It establishes
the adaptive weight of each sample, which guarantees the model’s accuracy. In order to
generate new sample results and shorten the running time, LSTM increases the model’s
access environment to unexplored scenarios.

In addition, BP neural network and RBF neural network are used to predict the
possibility of coal spontaneous combustion. The results of model training and prediction
are shown in Figure 6, which shows the predicted features of the three models’ true values
and predicted values. It can be seen from the figure that the predicted results are in good
agreement with the actual results, which indicates that the prediction effects of the three
models are all good. However, the prediction results of the BP neural network and the RBF
neural network are relatively deviated from the y = x line, indicating that the generalization
ability of these two models is not as good as that of the LSTM model. This conclusion can
be further observed in the absolute error of Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Evaluation score results histogram: model training and prediction.

Figure 7. Evaluation score results histogram: absolute error score results histogram.

To further quantify and compare the performance of the three models, the evaluation
index results of the three models are shown in Table 3. It can be seen from the data in the
table that the effects of the three models are all good (RMSE < 0.2, MSE < 0.05, MAE < 0.5,
MAPE < 3.5). The results of the LSTM model are better than those of the BP and RBF models.
Compared with the BP and RBF neural networks, the LSTM model has higher prediction
accuracy, stronger generalization ability, and stronger practicability, which indicates that
the AEM-AHP-LSTM model proposed in this paper is more suitable for the prediction of
spontaneous combustion of coal, and the model has a very broad application prospect.
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Table 3. List of model performance indicators.

Evaluation Indicators RMSE MSE MAE MAPE

LSTM Test Set 0.05127 0.00262899 0.0771 1.386252
LSTM Training Set 0.00245 6.02 ×10−6 0.00554 0.12578522

BP Test Set 0.00924 0.00923945 0.15096 1.170647796
BP Training Set 0.01711 2.93 ×10−4 0.05048 1.004297683

RBF Test Set 0.14159 0.020048969 0.2867 3.48 ×1022

RBF Training Set 0.02005 4.05 ×10−2 0.42317 2.87 ×10246

MSE, MAE, RMSE, and other indicators can judge the quality of the model, but the
difference in predictions between the two models may not be noticeable. Therefore, these
model evaluation indicators alone cannot fully explain the quality of the model results.
In response to this problem, Diebold and Mariano proposed the DM statistic to detect the
difference in the predictive ability of different models. The DM test does not have the
problem of autocorrelation and does not require the prediction error to satisfy a normal
distribution with 0 means. Therefore, the DM test is used to test whether the difference in
the prediction results between LSTM, BP, and RBF is obvious. The main idea of the DM
test is to judge the difference between two models by constructing DM statistics. The DM
statistic is given by Equation (41).

DM =
S− T(T+1)

4√
T(T+1)(2T+1)

24

∼ N(0, 1) (40)

where rank(|dt|) I + (dt)

{
= 1, dt > 0
= 0, dt < 0

is the indicator function, and rank(|dt|) is the abso-

lute value of the difference sequence of the corresponding loss functions of the two models.
The DM test results show that the DM value of LSTM and BP comparison is 0.7871.

The DM value of LSTM and RBF comparison is 0.8483, and the DM value of BP and RBF
comparison is 0.8603. The results all show DM value greater than 0.5, indicating that the
differences between the models are obvious. The results show that on the test set, the effect
of LSTM is better than that of BP, the effect of LSTM is better than that of RBF, and the
effect of BP is better than that of RBF. Generally speaking, the model performance ranking
is LSTM > BP > RBF.

4. Conclusions

In this study, an AEM-AHP-LSTM model was proposed to solve the weight calculation
problem of multiobjective evaluation in the process of coal spontaneous combustion. This
model achieved the auto-adapt adjustment of weight with data change. The data of 15 typi-
cal coal mines in China were used to simulate the model. Moreover, the BP neural network
and SVM methods were adopted to compare with the presented RF model. The conclusions
obtained are as follows:

(1) Compared with the previous study, a similar indicator system was selected. Based
on the historical data of these indicators, an AEM-AHP model was established. The
combination of AHP and AEM can solve the problem that some indicators in the previous
coal spontaneous combustion evaluation methods cannot be quantified, and can greatly
reduce the judgment errors caused by both subjective and objective aspects. The results
of the AEM-AHP model were consistent with the actual situation. The model can help
managers to judge and compare the risk of spontaneous combustion in different coal mines
and take preventive measures for spontaneous combustion.

(2) The data were used as the LSTM model input to eliminate the previous study’s
overdependence on historical data. A comparison between LSTM, BP, and RBF mod-
els revealed that the LSTM model achieved great predictive performance (MAE < 0.75,
MAPE < 1%, RMSE < 0.01). The nonlinear fitting ability of the RBF model to the coal
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spontaneous combustion risk assessment data is poor. The results indicate that the LSTM
model possesses strong generalization capacity with stability and applicability.

(3) The model proposed in this paper effectively solves the coal spontaneous combus-
tion risk assessment problems and provides a certain theoretical basis for coal spontaneous
combustion prevention. The validity of the method in this paper can be verified by mine
safety risk investigation activities. To continue and expand around the application of the
model in the field of coal processing, future work can be carried out on other important
factors (mine safety production, mine hazard risk discovery).
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